Homework submission requirements.

You will be submitting two types of homework for grades in Economics 400:

(1) **Book problems** that will be assigned and which you will complete online using MyStatLab. These problems will be assigned to you on (roughly) a weekly basis. You will have approximately one week to complete the exercises for full credit. You will supply the answers through MyStatLab and they will be graded and recorded in your file. You are to do the book problems alone and not collaborate with other students. You can request assistance from Professor Turchi or the Teaching Assistants, but the Honor Code will apply to all homework.

(2) **Computer Exercises** will be assigned and turned in on paper, at the beginning of class on the date due.

- The exercise should be submitted at the beginning of lecture on the day that it is due. You have until noon the following day to turn in the exercise with penalty (see below). If you miss the grace deadline, do not bother to turn in the exercise; it will not be accepted. If the exercise is not turned in during lecture, you must turn it into the receptionist in Room 107 Gardner Hall and ask her to put your exercise in the Econ 400 Homework Box. Exercises delivered any other place (e.g., slipped under a TA’s or Professor Turchi’s door) will not be accepted.

- The exercise should be stapled before submission (there are public heavy duty staplers on the first floor of the Davis library and there is a stapler in the reception room of the Economics Department, GA 107).

- Finally, be sure to sign the Honor Pledge on the front page of your exercise before turning it in.

**Homework Grading Policy**

If the student turns a computer assignment in late (but before noon the next day), he/she is going to get 50% at most even though he/she might do the exercise completely correctly.

For homework completed in MyStatLab, I may allow late submissions online, but only for a few days after the due date and with a grade penalty. More on this later.

When your final homework average is computed, your lowest homework grade (including a zero for assignments not turned in or turned in past the grace time) will be dropped.